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Used-Vehicle Fraud
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Scams like these can lead your state attorney
general to bring charges against your dealership
for odometer tampering and for securities fraud
related to fraudulent motor vehicle titles. On top
of that, you are paying out excessive commissions
on boosted “fraudulently obtained” profits.
You may never realize how valuable your dealership’s good reputation is until it is ruined by an
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unscrupulous employee. Be proactive by reviewing your used-car department’s practices. One
method involves hiring an investigator to pose
as a new employee specifically to learn what is
happening in the sales department. Hold fraud
awareness training sessions, and conduct periodic
audits of deal documentation. For more information, contact your AutoCPAGroup member. -

Blue Sky/Goodwill AND
Multiple of Earnings

S

ome people in the industry use
multiples of earnings to determine “blue sky”/goodwill. This
method, however, can be simplistic
and inaccurate unless other factors are considered in the analysis.
For example, blue sky calculated at
eight times reported pretax earnings results in a 12.5% pretax return on investment (ROI) based on the blue sky amount alone.
The average dealer over the last 20 years has
made a much better ROI than this.
Questions for dealers to consider: What is
the multiple for blue sky if the earnings are zero?
What is the multiple for blue sky if the earnings
in the most recent year are higher than they
have ever been? What is the multiple for blue
sky if the franchise is at the high end of desirability today? Definitions for earnings and multiples vary.
Earnings definitions can include (a) most recent
year reported pretax profits, (b) average/weighted
average pretax profits for the most recent 3 to
5 years, (c) average/weighted average normalized
pretax profits for the last 3 to 5 years or (d) expected future annual pretax profits.
In all cases, earnings need to be normalized by
considering such items as
4 LIFO (last-in, first-out) adjustments
4 reasonable dealer/general manager compensation
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4 rent paid, to determine if a fair
value is being paid for the facilities
being used
4 diverted income, which is income
generated by the dealership, such as
overbills and retroactive service contract income, but not run through
the dealership accounting records

4 depreciation and amortization expense and
whether the amounts are reasonable based on
assets utilized by the dealership (amortization of
intangible assets should be added back)
4 non–arm’s length expenses that could include
excess compensation to relatives or other employees of the dealership
4 necessary or required facility upgrades: most
needed facility upgrades will not facilitate increased sales, but the increased occupancy costs
will reduce the expected pretax profits
The second component is the multiple used. Many
times, the multiples we hear about (five to 10) are
high because the seller is underperforming, and
the buyer expects to materially increase the normalized pretax profits. That means this multiple is
based on current earnings and not on the buyer’s
expected earnings. In reality, the multiple is in the
range of one to four on expected profits, plus the
investment needed to capitalize the dealership.
For example: Take a BMW and Ford dealership
of the same size and in the same town with re-
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ported profits of $2,000,000. Assume a multiple
of eight for BMW and four for Ford. Why would
someone pay $16,000,000 blue sky for BMW and
only $8,000,000 for Ford? The pretax ROI is quite
different. While some brands do carry a premium,
paying twice as much for one dealership over an-

Lease Here, Pay Here

N

ew-vehicle leasing as a financing alternative
for consumers has been a customary business
practice for years, although its popularity has varied based on interest rates and expected residual
values of the vehicles at the end of the respective leases. Leasing typically offers the customer
lower monthly payments and provides the dealers
with a predictable opportunity to return those
customers to the dealerships to purchase or lease
another vehicle.
Used-vehicle leasing has also been an alternative for a number of years, but it has not been as
popular with customers as new-vehicle leasing.
A growing trend among independent dealers who
provide “buy-here, pay-here” services for customers is a switch to “lease-here, pay-here” services.
Dealers are making this transition for a number
of reasons, which can include
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the ability to reduce and/or defer both state
and federal taxes
cost savings with respect to customer bankruptcy and vehicle repossession
exemption from certain regulatory compliance
required for financing transactions
A significant potential
benefit to leasing vs.
financing relates to sales
tax. Many states apply
sales taxes to each lease
payment received rather
than requiring the collection of sales tax on the
entire taxable amount at
the time of the sale. Not
only does leasing defer
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other where expected operational profits are the
same is a large risk.
To summarize, you need to normalize earnings to
compute what a reasonable pretax ROI would be
to confirm that your multiple is reasonable and
makes business, not merely emotional, sense. -
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payment of the sales tax over time but it potentially eliminates the loss of the sales tax deduction on repossessions when the related finance
contract has been sold to a finance company.
However, since some customers may move to
other states, sales tax filings could be required in
the states where customers register their vehicles.
Federal and applicable state income tax savings
may be obtained as well, through the deferral of
the gross profit that would be realized on a traditional sale and finance transaction. The vehicles
remain the property of the dealership and are
depreciated over time, using accelerated methods
for tax purposes. The use of a related finance company is eliminated, as is the need to book a tax
loss on the sale of the lease.
Because the vehicles’ titles remain with the dealership, the dealership can be in a better position when
a customer files for bankruptcy or when a vehicle is
repossessed. Federal and state regulatory requirements are generally less onerous for leasing transactions than for financing transactions.
Are there any drawbacks? Lease-here dealers can
be exposed to lessor vicarious liability. While federal law has now virtually eliminated this risk,
some states may still require minimum insurance
coverage, and dealers should consider the potential exposure, as well as the cost of the insurance
coverage. Dealers should also consider the need
for liability coverage to cover product liability
lawsuits and claims in the event a lessee fails to
maintain the vehicle in proper working order.
Many dealers rely on lines of credit with financial institutions to finance both buy-here and
please turn the page ☞
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lease-here operations. Lease accounting will significantly change the dealership’s financial statements and tax returns; dealers should ensure that
financial covenants are not violated when considering the addition of lease-here to buy-here.
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Compared with buy-here operations, lease-here operations can offer benefits; however, dealers should
seek advice from knowledgeable CPAs, attorneys
and financial advisers before changing from financing to leasing, to determine which operations model
works best for them, the applicable sales tax laws
and the tax implications of these transactions. -
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